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`Oswald' as Imagined by 
By JOHN LO'CONNOR 

A muddling of fact and fiction takes. 
a giant tumble forward this weekend' 
as ABC presents "The Trial of Lee Har-
vey Oswald." This is the television film 
that asks the question: If Oswald had 
lived to stand trial for the 1963 assassi-
nation of John F. Kennedy, would he 
hit'ie 'Veen found guilty or innocent? 
Fdrther, if guilty, did he act alone or 
ea, part of a conspiracy? To help the 
audience decide on these "facts," the 
production adopts the fiction that Os-
wald was not killed by Jack Ruby. That 
astonishing scene, carried live on na-
tional television, is now reduced to Os-
wald being momentarily startled by a 

• photographer's flashbulb. 
Sitting in a bulletproof glass case, 

Oswald does go to trial, in 1964, while 
lawyers for the defense and prosecu-
don frantically track down solid leads 
ands seemingty wild speculations. Os-
wald's own past, especially his marriage 
to Marina, a Russian, 13 traced largely 
through flashbacks. 

The trial is brought to a conclusion, 
bUt ABC is not yet disclosing the film's 
ending. That won't be revealed until 

• Sunday evening. (The four - hour' 
production is being shown hi two parts, 
tonight and Sunday, from 9 to II.) In 
addition, the tens of millions of viewers 
will be asked to mai! in ballots, pub-
lished in the current TV Guide, with 
their own verdicts. The tabulated re-
sults. will be announced next Peiday 
morning on ABC's "Good ..Morning, 
America!' The wiles of marketing 
strategists recognize no bounds. . 

Putting the verdict aside, then, we 
are left with an extraordinarily clever-
and disturbing mixture of incontrovert-
ible fact, feasible conjecture, unsub-
stantiated rumor and outright distor-
tion, Much of the "evidence" has only 
been uncovered In recent years in 
the wake of Watergate and revelations 
about close ties between the Central 

But beyond this awkward technical-
...Ity, and beyond the device of wholly 
,, fictional, context, "The Trial of Lee 
' Harvey Oswald'.,' Is a not terribly subtle 

polemic masquerading as an exercise 
in objective justice. Richard Freed, the 
producer, who has been trying to sell 
the project since 1965, has found that 
"now the public was willing to re-ex-
amine issues that they might previously 
have regarded as closed." 

In effect, Vietnam and Watergate 
have made compulsive skeptics of us 
all. That in itself may not be bad but 
it also need not make us uncritically 
gullible consumers of the worst that 
can be imagined. Despite all the new 
information that has come to light 
about the C.I.A., the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, antl-Castroites and the 
Mafia, no conclusive case has been 
( gathered to prove that Oswald didn't 
act alone. The conspiracy theory is In-
triguing, even seductive, but it remains 
unproven. 

Robert E. Thompson's script obvious-
ly reflects long and careful research 

: Into official records, but the writer con-
- cedes that "essentially, I used a drama-

tist's best tools, intuition and empathy, 
immersing myself in the period and the 
participants." And there, precisely, is 
the contemporary. rub. How much are 
intuition and empathy to be .trusted ' ' 
In the pOrtrayal of supposed fact? At 
the.,moment; as personal journalism 
rides the crest of popular fashion, they 
are indeed admired and rewarded. ' 

. •Truth Is relative, we are told, requiring 
. great leaps pf Imagination in order to 
be glimpsed at all.- One magazine paid 
Norman Mailer a reportedly hefty sum 
for his , highly speculative luminations 
on the Kennedy . assassination. Why 

, shouldn't television indulge in the same 
e? gam 

Well, as noted, In this case television 
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is pretending to be in the business of .! 
objective truth when the finished prart. 
uct is very-nearly as manipulating and 
speculative as Mr. Mailer's essay, Ilun- 
dreds of minor prodtktion, details can 
be marshaled fot'.. ,111hatration,. but a 
general comparieog?..pf. the-,.prosecutor . 	. 
and defense attorney' characterizations 
should suffice. 	- 

Both men are capable, both are corn 
petitive and tough. But, ,in the end, the 
prosecutor (played by Ben Gazzara), 
while establishing that Oswald had the .  method, means ,tandzoppertunity .,to 
commit the crime blohlinself, cannot 
find a motive. Finally, he'falls back 
on a theory of ' sexual jealousy, . that 
Oswald became infuriated when marina 
refused to go to bed with him andiiii, 
sisted on watching Kennedy's arrival 

'in Texas the day before the assessing
tion. The theory leaves much to be de- 
sired. 	 . 

Meanwhile, the defender (Lorne 
Greene), unearths links' between Os- 

', wald and the C.I.A.,.F.B.I. and assorted 
Cubans, and is convinced that the 
accused was set up as a "patsy". 13$r 
one or more groups. Oswald admits 
nothing, bet when the lawyer shows 
him a newspaper headline about,.  
M•afia figure being shot in Miami hq 
winces noticeably and says: "There'$.  
rip immunity for me. .They'd 	. 

• ..!"0"' 
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Inveetigationa of the ass sjnation.. 
Apart. from.  these and-many other.. 

Onstances of tinkering ,witb facts, the 
-production sometimes. 'becomes un-
necessarily litillating.N4-teconstruction 
of some home-movie, footage of the as-
sassination — the famous "Zapruder 
film"—is shown several times to no 
apparent purpose, except possibly to 
get a close-up of a juror with a large 
tear iiinning down her. faCe. At one 
pthe trial judge 'observes that:, 

this case demands extraordinary latl 
;;. tude," So does this television film. The 
• audience may vote as it wants, but 

the question of Lee Harvey Oswald has, 
only been exploited, not answered.' 

' Television,, :With ,fita programming.; 
mix of electronic Journalism and pop-

;oiler entertainment has a special obli-
:;gation to distinguish clearly between , 

Lorne Greene and John Pleshette in "The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald 
a four-hour production to be shown in two parts, 
tonight and Sunday on ABC, front 9 to 11. 

fact and fiction. The medium cannot 
,afford to indulge ambivalently in "what 
if" hypotheses. In the instance of this 
ABC production, the net effect is a dis-
service to an audience that is likely to 
be left either misled or confused. An- 

other treatment of.Oswald, 
pared by CBS, contends it c 
fictional material and will be 
to the scrutiny of CBS News 
curacy check. Comparison sh 
valuable and perhaps provoc 

rhey'd1,Who? ilie.;Possibilides are nu-;', t 	• 	. 	v., 
.meroui. 	 ' 	. 

Elsewhere the distortions range from 
petty to serious. A Cuban woman, who 
says she sew Osivalcf.vkth some Mafia 
-figures, la given. some pikotninence, but 
•the script Palle. to • Ate' that she later 
was placed in 'a mental Institution. And, 
at one point, the prosecution is seen 
getting a call from 

warning, 
 Johnson" 

w with the evident 	to keep the 
Se fain areas. 

Al Lyndon B. 
ny' way with 

investigation out .0 
There is no evident 
Johttson interfered ..1 


